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a b s t r a c t

The paper discusses the influence of the state of charge and pulse charge frequency on the mechanism of
the lead-acid battery recharge with pulse current. The data from the pulse charge transients of the negative
plate potential at various frequencies show that a decrease of the pulse charge frequency keeping constant
average pulse current can impede the charge reaction leading to earlier start of the hydrogen evolution
reaction. The dependence of the electrochemical double layer (EDL) capacitance on the state of charge
was estimated both during the charge and the discharge using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
eywords:
ead acid battery
egative plate
ulse charge
lectrochemical impedance spectroscopy
artial state of charge

measurements at open circuit, followed by equivalent circuit modelling. These data were used to derive
the dependence of the average double layer current on SOC and pulse charge frequency. The results show
that in the end of the charge almost all of the charge proceeds with the participation of EDL in a certain
pulse frequency domain. Using the data from the impedance measurements the optimal pulse charge
frequencies were predicted, considering the existence of “electrochemical resonance”. The latter appears
when the pulse charge frequency approaches the characteristic frequency of the Pb electrodeposition
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. Introduction

The recent advances in the development of the valve-regulated
ead-acid battery (VRLAB) led to several major improvements
f the battery performance in comparison with the “classical”
ooded design—maintenance-free exploitation due to the oper-
tion of internal oxygen cycle, few times longer cycle-life and
igher power and energy density due to the use of absorptive
lass-mat (AGM) separators [1]. Keeping its low-cost, the VRLA bat-
ery became the preferred energy storage system in applications
ike telecoms, photovoltaic (PV) systems, small electric vehicles
bicycles and scooters), etc.. . . Recently, several projects of the
dvanced Lead-Acid Battery Consortium (ALABC) demonstrated

hat the VRLA batteries are capable to replace successfully the
i–metal hydride (Ni–MH) batteries in the hybrid electric vehicles

HEV) [2]. Together with the new benefits from the VRLA design,
ew problems appeared too. Two of these problems are connected

ith the charge performance of the negative plate. In the first case,
hen the efficiency of the oxygen cycle is too high, the negative
late cannot be completely recharged during deep cycling applica-
ions typical for the stand alone PV systems and electric vehicles

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 4 79 44 45 49.
E-mail address: angel.kirchev@cea.fr (A. Kirchev).
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etween EDL capacitance and the charge transfer resistance.
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EV) [3,4]. Thus in the end of the charge the remaining lead sul-
hate crystals re-crystallize, increasing their size, and the capacity
f the negative plate decays due to irreversible sulphation. The
econd problem appeared when the lead-acid battery was first sub-
ected to the high-rate partial state of charge (HRPSoC) cycling,
ypical for the hybrid cars [5]. In this case the battery is partially
harged and discharged between 40 to 60% SOC, with high-rate
ulses with duration 10–60 s due to the regenerative braking, the
tart and the acceleration assistance functions. It was found that
uch kind of cycling also leads to premature failure of the neg-
tive plates, when usual compositions or designs are used. The
ain reasons are the presence of surface active substances (most

requently lignosulfonate) as a major part of the expander composi-
ion as well as the relatively low surface area of the negative active

aterial (about 10 times lower than the positive active material
or the same amount of weight or Amp-hours). A suitable, rela-
ively low-cost solution of these problems can be the use of pulse
r intermittent charging current, as it was demonstrated by Nelson
t al. [4].

The main aim of this work is to the study the influence of

wo important parameters—state of charge and pulse current fre-
uency, on the mechanism of the pulse charge of the lead-acid
attery negative plate. Since the electrochemical double layer (EDL)

s essentially connected with the mechanism of the pulse charge
rocess, an additional aim of this work was to perform a compre-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:angel.kirchev@cea.fr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.10.098
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ensive study of the negative plate impedance in partial state of
harge (PSoC).

. Experimental

.1. Cells

The experiments were performed on two types of lead-acid
ells using battery testing unit SOLARTRON 1470, connected with
requency Response Analyzer SOLARTRON 1250 for impedance
pectroscopy measurements:

Flooded cell with one 9.0 Ah SLI negative plate (Pb–Ca grid; Vanis-
perse A as main expander component, thickness 1.45 mm) and
two 10 Ah SLI positive plates (Pb–Sn–Ca grid), produced by STECO
Power (France), polyethylene separator DARAMIC (Germany),
Ag/Ag2SO4 reference electrode [6,7], and H2SO4 electrolyte with
density 1.28 g ml−1 (both in the cell and in the reference elec-
trode).
10 Ah VRLA cell A502/10 S with gel electrolyte manufactured by
EXIDE-Sonnenschein (Portugal), supplied with Ag/Ag2SO4 refer-
ence electrode. The point of the reference electrode integration
was sealed with sealing paste SUN-FIX (Germany).

.2. Pulse charge characteristics

The general characteristics of the pulse charge were chosen to be
lose to the ones studied in the previous works focused on the lead-
cid battery positive plate [8], i.e. no reverse pulses, pulse cycle ratio
= tON/tOFF equal to unity, frequency range f = (tON + tOFF)−1 between
5 mHz and 50 Hz, where tON is the half-period during which the
harge current with amplitude Iamp is applied and tOFF is the rest
alf-period. The average pulse current which is analogue of the con-
tant charging current can be expressed as 〈Ip〉 = r·Iamp; the cells
ere charged with average current 〈Ip〉 corresponding to 5 and 10 h

ated charge (Cn/5 h and Cn/10 h, where Cn is the nominal capacity
f the cell in Ah).

.3. Impedance spectroscopy measurements

All impedance measurements were performed after 1 h open cir-
uit stay in potentiostatic mode with 5 mV AC amplitude applied
ver the steady state open circuit potential. The employed AC fre-
uency range was 65 kHz to 10 mHz with a spectral density of 20
oints per decade. The equivalent circuit fitting was performed by
-View2 software.

. Results and discussion

.1. The concept of the EDL effect on the mechanism of the charge
rocess

The concept about the connection between the processes of
harge and discharge of EDL and the proceeding of electrochem-
cal reactions (charge transfer processes) was initially proposed by
onway et al. in the study of the self-discharge process in super-
apacitor electrodes [9,10]. The approach is simple: the EDL is
onsidered as capacitor connected in parallel with one or more
lectrochemical processes which can be assumed as charge transfer

esistors. Thus during the open circuit stay after the interruption of
he charge current, the energy stored in EDL can be dissipated by
he charge transfer processes, in the current case Pb–metal depo-
ition process. During the pulse charge this loop of charge and
elf-discharge of EDL is repeated numerous times, depending on
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he pulse charge frequency, leading to a process obviously different
rom the constant current charge. The pulse current is frequently
sed in the electrodeposition technology for the optimisation of
ifferent properties of the metal coatings [11].

.2. Influence of the state of charge on the negative plate
otential pulse transients

In order to evaluate the influence of SOC on the pulse
harge mechanism the following charge algorithm was applied
n the flooded cell: 30 min pulse charge with frequency f = 1 Hz,

ON = tOFF = 0.5 s, and amplitude Iamp = 3.6 A (Cn/2.5 h), followed by
h open circuit stay and consecutive impedance spectroscopy mea-

urement. The last pulse square-wave was considered to represent
he negative plate potential response to the pulse current at the
elected state of charge. The loop was repeated 13 times, cor-
esponding to a charge factor Fch = 130% (the ratio between the
njected Amp-hours during the current cycle vs. the discharged
mp-hours during the previous cycle), considering a discharge
apacity of 9 Ah. The negative plate potential pulse transients for
hree different SOC values are presented in Fig. 1. It can be seen that
he evolution of the negative plate potential with SOC is completely
ifferent from the previously reported data about the positive plate
esponse under the same frequency and pulse current amplitudes
12]. Fig. 1a shows that in the beginning of the charge, EDL is nearly
ompletely charged and self-discharged in the beginning of the
ON” and “OFF” half-period respectively. When the beginning of
he hydrogen evolution approaches, the negative plate potential
esponse markedly changes—in the end of the “ON” half-period EDL
s not completely charged, while in the end of the following “OFF”
alf-period the slope dϕ/dt tends to zero indicating zero capacitive
urrent, hence EDL is completely self-discharged (ϕ denotes the
egative plate potential). In end of the charge (Fig. 1c) during the

ntensive hydrogen evolution stage, the situation is opposite—EDL
s completely charged in the end of the “ON” half-period, but incom-
letely self-discharged in the end of the “OFF” half-period.

A simple way to characterize quantitatively the pulse charge
rocess further, is to take into account only several “characteris-
ic” points from the negative plate potential pulse transient. These
oints are shown in Fig. 1a. They correspond to the beginning and
he end of the “ON” and “OFF” periods, excluding the ohmic drop
ffect between the both half-periods. These points can be used to
uild charge transients of the negative plate potential values vs.
he charge time or the injected Amp-hours, as shown in Fig. 2a. The
ontribution of the EDL in the pulse charge transient can be evalu-
ted by the difference �ϕON (shown in Fig. 1c) and �ϕOFF (shown in
ig. 1b). Both terms are plotted vs. the injected charge in Fig. 2b. The
urves of �ϕON and �ϕOFF are nearly identical. They pass a sharp
aximum corresponding to the beginning of the active hydrogen

volution stage—the plateau of the �ϕON
1 and �ϕOFF

1 observed at
bout −1.5 V. Thus the impact of the EDL on the charge mechanism
s strongest in the final third of the charge.

.3. Influence of the pulse charge frequency on the recharge
inetics

In order to evaluate the influence of the pulse charge frequency
n the pulse charge kinetics the VRLA cell was subjected to the fol-
owing experiment: the cell was charged for 42 min with constant
urrent equal to 1 A, after which it was applied pulse current with

arious frequencies (starting with the lowest ones) for different
uration, keeping the cycle ratio equal to unity (r = 1) and the pulse
urrent amplitude equal to 2 A. After the application of the highest
requency the cell was subjected to 6 min constant current polari-
ation with 1 A, followed by 1 h open circuit stay and an impedance
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ig. 1. Negative plate potential transients at state of charge 9% (a), 65% (b) and 90%
c), measured during pulse charge of 9 Ah flooded cell, with pulse current amplitude
.6 A.

pectroscopy measurement. Each loop corresponds to 10% increase
f the SOC. The loop was repeated 8 times (SOC range 0–80%) and
ts exact description is given in Table 1. The negative plate poten-
ial pulse transients for various values of SOC and pulse current
requency are plotted in Fig. 3. The time axis is normalized by mul-
iplication with the pulse current frequency, thus making possible

he direct comparison between the transients recorded at different
requencies. The values of the negative plate potential measured
uring the constant current charge are taken from the end of the
2 min period for point corresponding to the moment (t × f) = 0 and

n
m
t

ig. 2. Evolution of the negative plate potential characteristic points (a) and the
otential difference corresponding to the charge and self-discharge of EDL (b) during
ulse charge of 9 Ah flooded cell, with pulse current amplitude 3.6 A, frequency 1 Hz
nd tON = tOFF.

rom the beginning of the 6 min period for point corresponding to
he moment (t × f) = 1. Fig. 3a shows that in the beginning of the
harge (SOC = 19%) the influence of the pulse charge frequency is
ather negligible and the average negative plate potential value dur-
ng the pulse polarisation is quite close to the value corresponding
o the constant current charge. At SOC = 50% (Fig. 3b) the influence
f the pulse current frequency is already notable—the decrease of
he pulse charge frequency increases substantially the charge over-
oltage. At SOC = 60% the application of low frequency (50 mHz and
.5 Hz) pulse current caused an earlier start of the hydrogen evolu-
ion process. The pulse charge frequency of 50 mHz corresponds to
period of 20 s, a time interval coinciding roughly to the HRPSoC
icrocycle typical for HEV. Hence the conversion of the charge cur-

ent of regenerative braking into series of high-frequency pulses
an result in possible improvement in the negative plate partial
echarge under HEV cycling.

.4. Impedance of the negative plate in partial state of charge
The impedance of the Pb/PbSO4 electrode and lead-acid battery
egative plate were subject of numerous studies aiming to esti-
ate the fundamental kinetics of the electrode reactions [13–15],

he influence of expander materials [16–19], the battery SOC [20],
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Table 1
Description of the loop sequence used to study the influence of the pulse charge frequency on the recharge mechanism at constant state of charge.

Loop step index Frequency [Hz] Time [s] Number of pulses

1 42 min/constant current/1 A
2 0.025 200 s 5
3 0.05 100 s 10
4 0.5 40 s 20
5 1 20 s 20
6 5 4 s 20
7 10 2 s 20
8 20 1 s 20
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he changes in the negative active material porosity [21–24], the
nfluence of the electrolyte gelling [25,26] or negative plate failure

ode under fast charge cycling [27]. The equivalent circuit mod-
lling of the negative plate impedance has been discussed recently
n the PhD thesis of Karden [28], where three time constant model
two capacitive and one pseudo-inductive time constants) is pro-
osed without further detailed discussion on the nature of the time
onstants.

The impedance characterisation of the negative plate in partial
tate of charge is necessary in order to quantify the data about the
ffect of the EDL on the pulse charge mechanism. The EIS measure-
ents were carried out in the SOC interval 0–100% both in charge

nd in discharge direction, for each 10% change in SOC. The main aim
f this impedance study is to estimate the EDL capacitance using the
quivalent circuit approach combined with Differential Impedance
nalysis (DIA) [29,30]. The method of DIA performs a numerical

reatment of the impedance spectrum, providing useful informa-
ion about the number of time constants, number and approximate
alues of the resistive and capacitive components in the studied
ystem prior to its representation and modelling using equivalent
ircuit hypothesis. The method of DIA was recently successfully
pplied in the fuel cell research [31–38] as well as in the charac-
erisation of the lead-acid battery positive plate in partial state of
harge [39]. The output of DIA is the AC frequency distribution of the
ocal Operation Model (LOM) parameters—the effective resistance
eff(ω), representing different charge transfer components of the

mpedance, the effective capacitance Ceff(ω), representing the pres-
nce of dielectric or semi-conductive components in the system
EDL, passivation or adsorption layers, etc.. . .), and the additional
esistance Radd(ω) which is analogue of the different components
f the ohmic series resistance of the systems. The LOM structure
epresents the model of a simple Faradic process: Reff is connected
n parallel with Ceff, and in series with Radd.

.4.1. Differential impedance analysis and equivalent circuit
odelling of the lead-acid battery negative plate in partial state of

harge
Fig. 4 shows both Nyquist and DIA temporal plots of the negative

late impedance for three different SOC values during the charge.
he high-frequency “tail” (ω > 500–600 Hz) can be related to the
nductance of the cables and current collectors. The shape of the
apacitive part (Z′ ′ < 0) of all Nyquist plots suggest that the number
f the time constants in the system is at least two. In most of the
pectra a third time constant can be suggested too. The application
f DIA makes possible the further recognition of the number of

he time constants, respectively the rate limiting processes in the
egative plate electrochemistry.

At low SOC values the frequency distribution of the effective
esistance Reff(ω) can be divided in three frequency domains, where
wo plateaus can be seen in domains I and II, and rather distributed

e
H
t

P

0.2 s 20
6 min/constant current/1 A

60 min open circuit stay
Impedance spectroscopy

art is situated in domain III. The frequency distribution of the effec-
ive capacitance Ceff(ω) can be also set in the same three frequency
omains, as well as the distribution of the effective time constant
eff(ω). An important feature of the Ceff(ω) function is the absence
f flat parts (plateaus), which means that the capacitive elements in
he system (EDL capacitance for example) are frequency distributed
29], i.e. they could be modelled as Constant Phase Elements (CPE)
ith the corresponding impedance:

CPE = T−1(jω)−P (1)

here T and P are the CPE empiric parameters and j = (−1)1/2 is the
maginary unit.

The shape of the Reff(ω), Ceff(ω) and Teff(ω) curves remains
lmost same during the entire charge in domains I and II. How-
ver at low frequencies (ω < 0.1 Hz) the general character of the
eff(ω), Ceff(ω) and Teff(ω) curves changes dramatically, indicating
hat at different SOC values and at different direction of the negative
late polarisation (ϕ−

i
values from the Nyquist plots correspond to

he negative plate potential prior to the current switching off) the
ature of the rate limiting process is different.

At SOC values close to 50% (Fig. 4b and e) the low-frequency
omain III is depressed down to a narrow frequency band. In some
f the measured spectra in the same frequency band it was observed
lso a small pseudo-inductive loop. Such low-frequency pseudo-
nductive loops measured in galvanostatic-controlled mode are
eported by Karden [28] for negative plates in industrial lead-acid
atteries.

In the end of the charge after the start of the intensive hydrogen
volution (ϕ−

i
= −1.509 V) all three domains are again apparent in

he DIA plot (Fig. 4f), while in the Nyquist plot the beginning of the
hird semicircuit is just suggested (Fig. 4c).

In order to explain the nature of the different time constants it
s necessary to discuss the electrochemistry and structure of the
egative plate. The conversion of the lead sulphate into lead and
ice versa proceeds via “dissolution/precipitation” model, which is
lightly modified by the presence of the expander, usually a lig-
osulfonate derivative. The expander molecules form adsorption

ayers [40] on the lead and lead sulphate surface, which stabilize
he wetting film between these two solid phases [41]. So the sur-
ace area of the interface metal (Pb)/electrolyte (thin liquid film)
emains unaffected by the formation of PbSO4 crystals, and the
ischarge capacity is maintained high during the cycling. But the
ame adsorption layer on the Pb surface also increases substan-
ially the charge polarisation, i.e. the transfer of the Pb2+ from the

lectrolyte in the NAM pore into the outer Helmholtz layer of EDL.
ence the “dissolution/precipitation” model can be expressed by

he following equations:

bSO4 + H+ ⇔ Pbpore
2+ + HSO4

− (2a)
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Fig. 3. Negative plate potential transients at state of charge 19% (a), 50% (b) and 60%
(c), measured during charge of 10 Ah VRLA (gel) cell, with various pulse frequencies
and current amplitude equal to 2 A.
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bpore
2+ ⇔ PbEDL

2+ (2b)

b2+ + 2e− ⇔ Pb (2c)

Eq. (2a) represents a diffusion controlled process, which should
e observed as Warburg impedance at low frequencies—a straight

ine in the Nyquist plot with 45◦ slope. In the present study no
arburg-type of impedance has been observed down to 10 mHz,

hus the reaction (2a) can be considered as a fast process at PSoC.
q. (2c) is fast electrochemical reaction and it can be regarded as
simple Faradic process, giving the main contribution to the high

requency impedance of the negative plate. Its equivalent circuit
epresentation is charge transfer resistance Rct in parallel with the
ouble layer capacitance Cdl. The process denoted with reaction
2b) can be considered as charge (ion) transfer through adsorption
ayer, and its equivalent circuit representation is again a resistor
adsorption resistance Rads) in parallel with a capacitor (adsorption
apacitance Cads). Since the processes (2a)–(2c) are consecutive,
oth RC circuits should be connected is series, as it is shown in
ig. 4a–c. The fitting with this equivalent circuit gives very good
esults for frequencies as low as 50 mHz both for partially charged
nd partially discharged negative plate in wide SOC range: from 10
o 90%.

But how can be explained the evolution of the low-frequency
mpedance of the negative plate considering the processes taking
lace during the charge and the discharge? At low SOC values the
uantity of the lead sulphate in the NAM pores is substantial. In this
ase the ionic current in the pore can be hindered. Since the lead
ulphate is an insulator, this hindrance can cause the appearance of
he third loop in the low frequency part of the impedance spectrum.

In the SOC range 30–60% the third loop is very depressed and
an be neglected, but above SOC = 60% it appears again. The “size” of
his loop increases with the increase of the difference between the
pen circuit potential and the negative plate potential under charge
olarisation. In this SOC range the hydrogen evolution begins and
akes place together with the lead sulphate reduction. Hence, sub-
tantial part of the lead surface can be occupied by adsorbed
-atoms and the third loop in the impedance spectra in the end
f the charge can be related to the adsorption of hydrogen.

Because of the complexity of the phenomena related to the low-
requency impedance of the negative plate impedance and since
his study is focused on the pulse charge and participation of EDL
n it, the employed equivalent circuit will include only two time
onstants.

.4.2. Evolution of the equivalent circuit parameters with SOC
uring the charge and the discharge of the negative plate

After the Z-View2 fitting, both capacitive constant phase ele-
ents (CPEdl and CPEads) were converted into pure capacitors

ccording to the procedure proposed by Hsu and Manfred [42]. The
btained dependences of Rct, Cdl, Rads and Cads are plotted in Fig. 5.
he ohmic resistance Rohm from the equivalent circuit is nearly con-
tant in SOC range 10–90%. At SOC equal to 0 and 100% Rohm was
ound about 20% higher in comparison with the observed plateau
etween SOC = 10% and SOC = 90%, probably due to the formation of
ense PbSO4 layer in the end of the discharge and the presence of
ome hydrogen bubbles in the NAM pores at the end of the charge.

Fig. 5a shows that during the charge the capacity of the double
ayer increases nearly linearly with SOC, as predicted theoretically
nd measured by other methods [43], due to the increase of the

lectro-active surface, reaching nearly constant value in the end
f the charge. The further fluctuations of Cdl values in the end of
he charge could be related to the adsorption of H-atoms. However,
uring the discharge the dependence of EDL capacity on SOC is quite
ifferent: in a very wide SOC range Cdl remains nearly constant,
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the negative plate imped

nd below SOC value 20–30%, Cdl drops rapidly tending to zero for
ompletely discharged plate. This huge hysteresis can be related to
he presence of the adsorption layer of expander molecules on the
ead surface: since the Pb2+ transfer through the expander layer is
imited, it is expected that during the discharge the quantity of the
b2+ in the space between the metal surface and the adsorption
ayer (i.e. in the EDL) will be higher keeping the same value of SOC.
he capacitance of Helmholtz type of EDL is proportional to the
urface density of the charge according to formula:
dl = dq

dV
(3)

here “dq” is the variation of the surface density of the charge and
dV” is the change of the electric potential across the EDL. During

r

R

during the pulse charge of 9 Ah flooded cell.

he discharge the lead surface area decreases. In the same time “dq”
an increase due to the “trapping effect” of the expander on the Pb2+

ons. These two opposite effects can keep Cdl value constant if they
re from the same order of magnitude.

The above-raised hypothesis can explain also the hysteresis
etween the Rct(SOC) and Cads(SOC) curves obtained for the charge
nd for the discharge, shown in Fig. 5b and c. The charge transfer
esistance curve is markedly shifted to lower values in the whole
OC interval. This parameter is connected with the exchange cur-

ent I0 of the reaction (2c) as follows:

ct = RT

I0F
(4)
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evolution causing substantial adsorption of H-atoms. Both factors
can alter the values of Cdl in comparison with open circuit ones. No
matter of this contradiction, it can be seen that the impact of the
pulse charge is highest in the final stages of the charge, a result sim-
ig. 5. Dependence of EDL capacitance (a), charge transfer resistance (b), adsorpti
xpressed as a charge factor. The data are for 9 Ah flooded cell.

here R is molar gas constant, T is the temperature and F is the
araday’s constant. On the other hand the exchange current is pro-
ortional to the surface concentration of the species participating

n the electrochemical reaction, i.e. the lead (II) ions. Thus lower
ct values correspond to higher Pb2+ local concentration at the lead
urface.

The capacitance of the adsorption layer Cads(SOC) shown in
ig. 5c is also shifted to higher values during the entire discharge.
gain this hysteresis can be explained by the accumulation of Pb2+

ons between the metal surface and the adsorption layer and corre-
ponding increase of the surface charge density in the adsorption
apacitor Cads.

The retention of Pb2+ ions in the space between the lead sur-
ace and the layer formed by adsorbed lignosulfonate molecules
as demonstrated recently be Hirai et al. [44] using in situ Atomic

orce Microscopy (AFM) and cyclic voltammetry—the AFM images
re taken for each 10 mV during sweeps with rate 10 mV s−1. It
as clearly demonstrated that the lead sulphate crystals appear on

he electrode surface after the maximum of the anodic peak cor-
esponding to the discharge reaction of Pb dissolution and PbSO4
recipitation.

The adsorption resistance Rads plotted vs. SOC in Fig. 5d can be
elated to the thickness of the adsorption layer. In the end of the
ischarge Rads increases markedly, suggesting the formation of two
r more adsorption layers on the lead surface.

.5. Influence of the state of charge on the average double layer
urrent

The average double layer current 〈Idl〉 was proposed recently
s a simple parameter evaluating the participation of EDL in the
lectrochemical reactions taking place during pulse current polari-

ation [12]. For pulses with cycle ratio r = 1 the average double layer
urrent is equal to:

Idl〉OFF = 2fCdl(ϕ
OFF
1 − ϕOFF

0 ) and 〈Idl〉ON = 2fCdl(ϕ
ON
1 − ϕON

0 ) (5)

F
i
t

pacitance (c) and adsorption resistance (d) on the quantity of the injected charge

Appling Eq. (5) to the data shown in Figs. 2b and 5a, the plots of
he average double layer current vs. the injected Amp-hours were
uilt. The corresponding data is shown in Fig. 6. The average pulse
urrent increases markedly and after the start of the hydrogen evo-
ution it exceeds the pulse current amplitude. The main reason for
his contradiction is the difference between the measured steady
tate values of the double layer capacitance used in Eq. (5) and the
ynamic Cdl values during the pulse charge. In the end of the pulse
harge the applied overvoltage is 300–500 mV vs. the open circuit
otential of the electrode Pb/PbSO4 and there is intensive hydrogen
ig. 6. Dependence of the average double layer current on the quantity of the
njected charge. The data are for 9 Ah flooded cell, charged with pulse current ampli-
ude 3.6 A, frequency 1 Hz and tON = tOFF.
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ig. 7. Dependence of the average double layer current on the pulse charge fre-
uency. The data are for 10 Ah VRLA (gel) cell. The pulse current amplitude is 2 A
nd tON = tOFF.

lar to the one observed previously at the lead-acid battery positive
late [12].

.6. Influence of the pulse frequency on the average double layer
urrent

The data shown in Fig. 3 together with the corresponding
mpedance measurements were used to obtain the dependence of
he average pulse current for various SoC values. The result is plot-
ed in Fig. 7. It can be seen that in the beginning of the charge 〈Idl〉
s nearly a linear function of the frequency in the studied domain.
owever in the further stages of the charge (SOC ∼40–60%) the

Idl〉 tends to the pulse amplitude. From the theoretical point of
iew, in wide enough pulse frequency range the curves in Fig. 7
hould exhibit a maximum. Since the pulse charge is a periodic
erturbation over a given object with its own certain character-

stic frequency, the maximum of 〈Idl〉 will have the meaning of
lectrochemical resonance maximum. Using the equivalent cir-
uit approach it is obvious that the characteristic frequency of the
harge reaction (2c), is proportional to (RctCdl)−1. It expected that
lose to the resonance frequency the charge acceptance would be

aximal. The dependence of the characteristic frequency (RctCdl)−1

s a function of SOC is given in Fig. 8. The data show that pulse
harge with frequency about 50 Hz would be optimal for HRPSoC
ycling, while frequency about 20–30 Hz are rather suitable for

ig. 8. Dependence of the characteristic frequency of the Pb electrodeposition pro-
ess on the quantity of the injected charge.
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f
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eep cycling applications in order to facilitate the complete charge
f the negative plate. It should be noted that these frequencies are
ore than one order of magnitude higher than the optimal fre-

uencies for pulse charge of the positive plate recharge. This means
hat the pulse charge frequency can “target” the optimisation of the
lectrode with more critical performance. The results from Fig. 8
xplain also the “depolarizing” effect of the high-frequency current
hown in Fig. 3b and c: when the frequency increases it approaches
he characteristic frequency for the given SOC value increasing the
harge acceptance.

. Conclusions

The application of pulse current during the charge of the nega-
ive plate alters most substantially the reaction mechanism in the
nal stages of the recharge. In this case almost all of the current is
edirected via EDL, i.e. during the “ON” period of the pulse square
ave EDL is charged, and during the subsequent “OFF” period EDL

s self discharged by the charge transfer process of PbSO4 reduction
r hydrogen evolution at more negative plate potentials. The EDL
apacitance on the negative plate was studied be EIS during the
harge, the overcharge and the discharge. The application of DIA on
he measured impedance spectra indicated the presence of three
ime constants in the equivalent circuit of the negative plate. The
igh (5–500 Hz) and medium (0.5–5 Hz) frequency time constants
orrespond to the electrochemical reaction of lead electrodepo-
ition/electrodissolution and the subsequent impeded transfer of
b2+ ions through the adsorption layer of lignosulfonate macro-
olecules formed on the Pb surface. The same adsorption layer

auses hysteresis in the curves of the equivalent circuit parame-
ers in charge and in discharge direction. Only the ohmic resistance
id not exhibit hysteresis behaviour—its value remains constant

n the SOC range 10–90% both in charge and in discharge direc-
ion. The results from the impedance experiments provided the
ependence of the characteristic frequency of the lead electrodepo-
ition/electrodissolution process on SOC. This frequency gives the
ptimal pulse charge frequency. Thus the phenomenon, which can
e categorized as “electrochemical resonance”, will result in max-

mum charge acceptance when the pulse current has frequency
oinciding with the characteristic frequency of the charge trans-
er process of the lead (II) reduction. Since the adsorption of the
xpander limits substantially the charge current it can be concluded
hat an increase of the pulse cycle ratio towards 0.8–0.9 can increase
urther the charge acceptance because in this way the pulse current
mplitude will be markedly lower and closer to the average pulse
harge current.
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